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INTRODUCTION:
I decided to work with a Raspberry Pi 4 (RPI4), with attached 7 inch touch screen (sold by Kuman, HDMI based). I
wanted a scalable OS, which will provide me the biggest support of SW and libraries - and this can be only Linux. I
wanted to be able to custom trim it up to level where I really have only and exactly what I need - so this would be
Yocto based builds.
So - as I person who have used Ubuntu, Fedora, Linux Mint and Arch Linux - I had to look for better, purer and
trimmable Linux. Some details related to this research are in this article. To keep the long story short - I chose Arch
Linux.
Arch is one of the distros known for keeping most up-to-date kernel, to be rolling release based; most limited in
extra features; has a great community; and is around since 2002.
I wanted to use on the test PC the same Linux Distro I can use on the RPI4 - so that I can easily transfer developed
modules. And later jump on Yocto to make my custom trims.
And Arch Linux turned out to be hard lately - I had multiple issues when I installed the latest version on my test PC
(despite that the previous time I worked with it I seldom had blockers).
Hence I searched for the best user friendly (and with XFCE) Arch based distro. Manjaro was the best option I got.
Plus - there were some ports for RPI4 already. It turned out the community is strong, and it is the most prominent
Arch based distro around. In addition - after testing it – it was simple, stable, and good! Here are some whys.
By the way - one of the greatest tools on the web to help you see ALL major and minor Linux distros, where they
come from, when were they started is here on Wikipedia.
This journal is a full summary of my milestones, issues, findings, recommendations, and HowTos. I hope that those
will be helpful to others. I’ve cut the trash, and left here only the final, proved and corrected information. I also put
some significant effort to provide a lot of links directly in the text for your convenience. If you have questions or
spot an error – write me, I will be really grateful. But before this – google it, and try all the things by yourself. Selfexperience and reading is the best teacher after all.
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1. Basics – HW, Manjaro installation, few basic commands, package
manager, installation of user SW
1.1. HW overview and the heating issue with RPI4
I’ve equipped my Raspberry Pi 4 (RPI4) “Model B 4 GB RAM” with a 7 inch display from Kuman (you can also use
any regular HDMI monitor with RPI4), some heat sinks, a fan (ventilator) and housing. RPI 4 is reported to overheat
if used with higher workload, so the market boomed with such solutions after its appearance. Some photos and a bit
more information:

HW Listing:
RPI 4 B 4GB RAM
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Kuman RPI4 7 Inch Capacitive Touch screen with plexiglass / plastic housing, a self-build kit – pointing out again –
you can use ANY regular HDMI PC monitor ;)
Miuzei housing with ventilator and heat sinks, a self-build kit.
Logitech MK270 Mouse and keyboard with single USB receiver.
SanDisk Extreme 32 GB Video Speed Class V30 micro SD card
Official 3A RPI 4 Power Supply
Original photos:
From Kuman:
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From Muizei:

I’ve checked multiple comparisons of cooling systems. The best would be a whole Heat sink like this from
Geekworm. I considered the following points:
a) I wanted to have access to the RPI HW
b) Geekworm didn’t show significantly better results compared to the Muizei in some reviews (on the internet
Geekworm was cooler with around 6-10 degrees, but both provided enough cooling to be far from the
overheating temperature)
c) I needed to be able to mount it on the back of the Kuman LCD (and this was critical!)
d) The Muizei kit had enough heat sinks
I chose to use the Muizei plastic solution. And it works good. It’s only a bit noisy, but not too much. A hint - I used
some of the additional screws from Geekworm, and few from my special collections. In particular I had to be careful
as I removed the additional bottom blue cover of Muzei’s solution and some of the layers. Also in my opinion the
mounting required some distance between the bottom of the RPI4 and the back of the display housing – it’s always
better to have some free air floating, and not to cover fully (put in a closed box) test HW planned to be potentially
overheated.
FYI – here are some good links related to the heating issue when putting a lot of workload on the RPI4:
Raspberry Pi 4 Cooling Review: Pimoroni Heatsink and Fan Shim Tested
Do You Need to Use a Fan for Cooling with the New Raspberry Pi 4?
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Cooling Options for the Hot Raspberry Pi 4
Youtube: The Ultimate Cooling Solution for your Raspberry Pi !!!
Youtube: Raspberry Pi 4 Dual Cooling Fan Aluminum Alloy Case
Youtube: Voltlog #264 - Passive Heatsink Cooling For The Raspberry Pi 4

1.2. Installation
For my Test PC (Fanless small 2 core machine with CPU 64 bit Intel Celeron J1800) I used the Latest Manjaro build
(end of Feb 2020: Linux Kernel 5.4.23, Manjaro ver. 19.2 Kyria) - I installed it with Rufus on a USB 3.0 stick, then
connected it to the test PC - and it was super-fast and easy setup.
Official guidelines for installing Manjaro are here, some notes more here, here and one more. I can say that the
single potentially "tricky" point for a person without knowledge (who does everything manually) is to pay attention
on the SWAP space when configuring the HDD /SSD partitions. If your system is low on RAM – having at least 4 GB of
SWAP (better 8) is recommended. My guide with screenshots specially on Partition setup together with the basic
points of what is BIOS, (U)EFI, MBR and GPT is here. It also contains few simple things to do after it.
Apart from the Partitioning of your hard disk the rest of the setup is quite next->localization / KBD next-> name >next-> blabla -> next.... and it is installed. A simple GUI based OS. I love it!
For the RPI 4 I used Manjaro-ARM-xfce-rpi4-20.02.img.xz and you don’t need some special partitioning for it.
Here is the installation guide with screenshots.
Why use a Test PC – if you work 100% on the RPI4 – it is not that fast and you will wear out the SD card faster. You
can setup a Virtual Machine or Dual boot on your PC. For one of my Laptops I chose Virtual box, the first step guide
mention as well VmWare Player and Qemu.
Final point – I chose LibreOffice (during setup you have a choice of it vs Free Office from Softmaker).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --Basic Linux commands in the Terminal on fresh system. These are useful after install – to check what has been
detected and configured during installation – check them out.
$ uname -srm - prints the current Linux version
$ lsmem - check the memory - I have 4 GB RAM, 8 GB SWAP space
$ hwinfo – Shows Present Hardware Info
$ nproc – Print Number of Processing Units
$ df - to see the current file system locations, sizes, used and free space
$ ping - works as usual, to check your ping ;)
$ vi /etc/locale.gen - to edit some file (e.g. /etc/locale.gen) with the vi Terminal based editor. It is preinstalled in
Manjaro. Vim is NOT! Hint - vi is great, but hard. Check tutorials if you wish. Some basic commands are definitely
simple.
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$ mount - mount a file system
$ umount - unmounts a file system
$ reboot - restart the system
$ screenfetch - a CLI (Command Line Interface) Bash script to show the system /theme info - VERY GOOD - works on
over 100 distros, pre-integrated, shows OS, Kernel, Shell, Resolution, Graphical environment, CPU, GPU, RAM, etc.
This command is not available for Manjaro ARM by default.
To check / list the partition tables on some of the disks or all of them:
$ sudo parted -l
$ sudo parted /dev/sda print
$ sudo gdisk -l /dev/sda
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1.3. Basic Tools for SW Development
Already latest version in the Manjaro 19.2 Kyria:
GCC - 9.2
gdb - 9.1
python - 3.8.1
git - 2.25.1
BASH shell - I will stick to it as the default in Kyria - version 5.0.16
IDE (Integrated Development Environment) - I started with the good old Eclipse as I know it quite well. It turned
out on my Test PC it is too heavy. So I will use Gedit and also some of these two:
Atom - developed by the GitHub community.
Sublime - considered one of the best.
Atom and Sublime were actually both on top of many reviews.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1.4. Installing SW on Manjro / Arch Linux
We do this with a Package Manager or in simple language - the tool helping is to install new SW, and resolving for
us the dependencies on different libraries and modules.
As an ex "Arch user" - I was used to pacman. It gives access to released official builds, and via helpers also to
modules from the AUR - Arch User Repository, where many modules (which are not yet in the official upstream) are
available. Those are practically under development, or the latest version under development e.g. before confirmed
to be stable.
--- --- --- --- --BASIC INFO ON PACMAN:
$ pacman -Qs XXXXXXX - read the version of the given package XXXXXXX
$ pacman -Syyu - Force pacman to refresh ALL the package lists - Mirrors can be out of sync and the package
list from the old mirror may not correspond to the package list of the new mirror, even though the dates of the lists
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may suggest that they do. - After creating/editing /etc/pacman.d/mirrorlist, issue the following command: pacman Syyu. Unless you know you need the double -y, please don't use it. It force-downloads the package database from
the package server even if the one on your system is already up to date, creating unnecessary traffic. A typical use
case would be a captive portal that redirects the request to an HTML login page, or a badly configured server
replying with an HTML page that says "404" (but doesn't properly set the HTTP 404 status code).
$ pacman -Syu - update all packages
$ pacman -Syu XXXXXXX - update XXXXXXX package explicitly!
$ pacman -S XXXXXXX - install specific package
$ pacman -h - to list all options
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --Pacman is working perfectly on Manjaro but requires the sudo many times. And by this and other reasons Manjaro
chose to develop a new one. It is called pamac.
Few important commands for pamac:
$ pamac search X_STRING_X - check if some module exists which holds "X_STRING_X" in it's name.
Options:
"-a" - adding this searches also in AUR
$ pamac install smplayer - this will install the given module. Tip: When using pamac install – this will check to see
if packages are installed and only install the ones not already on the system.
$ pamac build umplayer - If you want to install packages from AUR you use the command "pamac build
XXXX_module".
$ pamac remove smplayer smplayer-themes umplayer - this will remove (uninstall in other language) the listed
modules.
$ pamac list -i - list all installed modules - it is LONG ;)
$ pamac info gcc - gives detailed info about the package - version, dates, licenses, dependencies, package
group, website and whatever info was given for the package. QUITE useful! No matter whether the given packages is
installed or not!
for help of course:
$ pamac -h (or --help)
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --About the pamac GUI frontend tool: simply click the Command button to open the Manjaro (Main) Menu, and
write Add - this will give you the "Add/Remove Software" – click it. Now in there if you type directly some SW name
(e.g. Eclipse) - it will show you the related packages, whether they are installed, and also an option to (un)install.
When I pressed install on Eclipse - as it should have done also on the command line with pamac or pacman - the
GUI told me which additional package will be downloaded and installed. Then I just pressed Apply.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --Lately there is another quite famous way to install SW on Linux. It is called a snap, info from the Manjaro Wiki.
More info from the snapcraft official page. It is available in Arch and Manjaro and has a GUI called Discover.
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Snap is a software deployment and package management system. The packages are called 'snaps' and the tool
for using them is 'snapd', which works across a range of Linux distributions and allows, therefore, distro-agnostic
upstream software deployment. Snap was originally designed and built by Canonical (the Ubuntu Developers).
snapd is a REST API daemon for managing snap packages. Users can interact with it by using the snap client, which
is part of the same package. Or via Discover GUI tool :)
Why would we use it? To install the snap based applications. As written in the Manjaro Wiki: Snaps are a distro
independent method for packaging and distributing Linux software.
Using software distributed by Snap has a couple of distinct advantages:
- Software that is not compatible with current system libraries will still work when packaged as a Snap
- Snaps are automatically updated
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --Final points:
No matter whether you choose a snap, pamac, Add/Remove GUI or pacman - be aware - sometimes SW added
via Discover or Add/Remove will not be available when querying the system e.g. like this:
pamac info eclipse
E.g. for Eclipse which I installed with Add/Remove (and it was working, despite that it was slow) pamac didn't
showed it as installed, whereas pacman did.
We can dig on why this happened, but I will not go deeper now. Play with it, try, learn and keep this note in your
mind.
As a result I will use a mixture of the methods listed above, at my convenience (after all that's the good thing of
having a choice).
Next important thing - on Linux you need to use Terminal for many things like e.g. search for files and it's easy.
Before going on further into this - simply click around and try the basic SW provided with your GUI. For Xfce we have
the File Manager - to look through our files, as well as several other useful applications, e.g. the Mozilla Firefox
Browser. All of them preinstalled (that's why I wanted a Linux distro packed with GUI frontend and a basic SW
package).

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******
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2. BASH Shell (Terminal) Generic Commands - explanation, list of some
basic commands, examples and hints, and finally basic C/C++ project
compilation
2.1. The basic Terminal commands with explanations and examples
2.1.1. BASH basics
Now that I have the IDEs and tools - before going on further we need this crucial milestone. Why? Because BASH or
other similar shells are one of the most important user features of Linux, and they are super powerful!
BASH is the default shell on Manjaro Linux. It is also one of the most prominent shells for Linux. It is like the
command prompt on Windows. The word Terminal is sometimes substituted with "the Console", or "the command
line".
Other shells just FYI: Tcsh/Csh Shell (Enhanced C shell); Ksh - or Korn Shell; Zsh - The Z Shell; Fish - Friendly
Interactive Shell.
FYI – the abbreviation CLI means Command Line Interface. And here is the full GNU BASH Manual. All GNU Manuals
are here. For us at some point the GCC and Make programs are of interest.
How to start the BASH Terminal:
If you are in a GUI-less Linux distribution - this is probably the basic console which already runs.
If you are in a distro with GUI like me - open the main menu with the mouse (or with the command button, on
windows keyboard it is the windows button) and type terminal in the search. To avoid searching through the tree of
programs each time right clicking on the search result gives a menu allowing you to add a Terminal Shortcut (icon)
on the Desktop and / or the Panel (which is the taskbar normally at the bottom of your screen). Click it.
From the Keyboard in many distros the shortcut is (including Manjaro): Ctrl+Alt+T.
Now try your first command - type "ls" and press enter. It will show you the list of files in the current directory:
Further comes a list of basic commands (actually programs) I will use. Pay attention - each of them is a separate
program, and it has normally a good help. The help can be printed normally with writing some of these:
$ command --help
$ command -h (some programs provide only the first option)
or sometimes:
$ command -?
Nota Bene - the commands given below work the same in most Linux shells (as they are the same programs). The
shells differences come from syntax for additional commands. And many copy the basic characteristics of BASH,
adding some other enhanced features. But for basic work - you would rarely need those specific features.
Here it goes now: the basic commands with short explanation and examples (21 of them):
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sudo, ls, cd, ln, link, unlink, rm, cat, grep, ps, top, man, clear, find, cp, pwd, pidof, kill, killall, curl, whatis
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.2. sudo
One of the most important - it stands for “super user do!”, later "substitute user do". For some programs /
commands only the Linux system or the root user may start them. And your regular user, even if an administrator
(the common case) - by default doesn't have those rights. So - if some "program" cannot be executed by you - e.g.
"pacman -Syu" requires root privileges - you will have to write it like this:
$ sudo pacman -Syu
as a result the system will ask you to enter the root password before being able to proceed.
"pacman -Syu" is the command to do full system update of all packages on your machine - compilers, libraries,
drivers, etc.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.3. ls and files permissions, chmod, chown
ls - to list all files/sub-directories in the current directory.
Option “-l” (minus EL small) - list them one per line with some details (Long Listing format). Here is one of the
lines when I list with “ls –l” in the Terminal:
drwxr-xr-x 2 my_user my_group 4096 Mar 12 16:24 Desktop
What does drwxr-xr-x mean? These are the files permissions. This is from the basics of the Linux Filesystem. The full
description is: drwxrwxrwx
If one of the letters is missing - then the given rights are missing
The first one is special and the full sequence is:
d - Directory, l - link, "-" - a file
r - User Read
w - User Write
x - User Execute
r - Group Read
w - Group Write
x - Group Execute
r - Others Read
w - Others Write
x - Others Execute
The R/W/X can be changed by an octal value: 4 for read, 2 for write, 1 for execute
The programs used to modify those:
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chmod - change mode. Writing in the Terminal "chmod 760 example.txt" will set these rights: "-rwxrw----".
Why? 7 is all bits up for User, 6 is read and write for group, 0 is no permissions for others. More in the link below.
chown - is the command we use to alter the ownership of the file. It’s used to change the user ownership and
group ownership of the file. The format to use it is "sudo chown username.groupname filename"
chgrp - to change the group
More detailed information nicely described here and here:
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.4. cd
cd - Change Directory
If we list the current directory with "ls -l" and we have a directory MyDir somewhere in the listing then:
$ cd MyDir - will move us into this directory.
$ cd .. - go one directory up in the hierarchy
$ cd - just like this – with no arguments – will switch back to your home directory.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.5. ln
ln - the link create command. Detailed info: here.
There are two types of links in Linux/UNIX systems:
Hard links – You can think a hard link as an additional name for an existing file. Hard links are associating two or
more file names with the same inode. You can create one or more hard links for a single file. Hard links cannot be
created for directories and files on a different filesystem or partition. inode is one node in the file system.
Soft links – (or Symbolic Link) is something like a shortcut in Windows. It is an indirect pointer to a file or
directory. Unlike a hard link, a symbolic link can point to a file or a directory on a different filesystem or partition.
By default, the ln command creates hard links. To create a symbolic link use, the -s (--symbolic) option.
Example for a symbolic link:
$ ln -s my_file.txt my_link.txt.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.6. unlink
unlink - Removing links
$ unlink symlink_to_remove
Removing a symbolic link using the rm command is the same as when removing a file:
$ rm symlink_to_remove
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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2.1.7. rm
rm – the remove command (aka delete ;) ). More info: here.
Simply delete a file:
$ rm filename
Delete without prompting for nonexistent files or arguments: with additional -f
$ rm -f filename
Delete with explicit Terminal printed feedback on what have been performed: with additional -v:
$ rm -v filename
Output:
removed 'filename'
Delete specific list of files:
$ rm filename1 filename2 filename3
You can use regular expressions to match multiple files. For example, to remove all .png files in the current
directory, you would type:
$ rm *.png
To remove one or more empty directories use the -d option:
$ rm -d dirname
To remove non-empty directories and all the files within them recursively, use the -r (recursive) option:
$ rm -r dirname
The -i option tells rm to prompt the user for each given file before removing it:
$ rm -i filename1 filename2
-f – If the given directory or a file within the directory is write-protected, the rm command will prompt you to
confirm the operation. To remove a directory without being prompted, use the -f option:
$ rm -rf dirname
The rm -rf command is very dangerous and should be used with extreme caution!.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.8. cat
cat – the concatenate command: more info.
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One of the most widely used commands in Linux. The name of the cat command comes from its functionality to
concatenate files. It can read and concatenate files, writing their contents to the standard output. If no file is
specified or if the input file name is specified as a single hyphen (-) it reads from the standard input.
$ cat [OPTIONS] [FILE_NAMES]
OPTIONS - Use cat --help to view all available options.
FILE_NAMES - Zero or more file names.
$ cat /etc/issue - will print the current Linux distribution
$ cat file1.txt > file2.txt - copy the contents of file1.txt to file2.txt using the (>) operator. If the file2.txt file
doesn’t exist, the command will create it. Otherwise, it will overwrite the file.
$ cat file1.txt >> file2.txt - Use the (>>) operator to append the contents of file1.txt to file2.txt
$ cat -n /etc/lsb-release

- the -n will add lines numbers

$ cat file1.txt file2.txt > combinedfile.txt - will combine both files concatenated to the combinedfile.txt
$ cat file1.txt file2.txt >> file3.txt
to file3.txt to use the (>>) operator.
$ cat > file1.txt

- To concatenate the contents of file1.txt and file2.txt and append the result

- simply create a new empty file (instead of opening nano, vi or vim editors).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.9. grep – one of the most famous commands around!
More info here and GNU manual here.
GREP is an abbreviation from Global Regular Expression Print – it searches one or more input files for lines that
match a given pattern and writes each matching line to standard output. If no files are specified, grep reads from
the standard input, which is usually the output of another command.
Syntax:
$ grep [OPTIONS] PATTERN [FILE...]
Examples:
$ grep bash /etc/passwd - i.e. grep "STRING" "IN_THIS_FILE"
$ grep "I loook for this string with spaces" file_to_check.txt
$ grep -v "nologin" /etc/passwd - To display the lines that do not match a pattern, use the -v ( or --invert-match)
option.
To look into the output of a command for lines containing specific text e.g.:
$ ps -ef | grep bash
$ ps -ef - by itself will display all the running processes with their paths
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The vertical line symbol “ | “ will make its output to be the input of the next command which is "grep bash".
So this last one will search in this output only lines which contain the word "bash" and will output them to the
terminal, so that we can see them.
To make combined search: first for "usr", then for "lib":
$ ps -ef | grep usr | grep lib
To look for two strings on the same line directly with grep (and not piping two grep calls) you can use the -E
option, which asks grep to treat the searched pattern as a regular expression.
$ ps -ef | grep -E 'usr.*lib' some_file

- this looks for first usr, then lib

$ ps -ef | grep -E 'lib.*usr' some_file

- this looks for first lib, then usr

$ ps -ef | grep -E 'usr.*lib|lib.*usr' some_file

- this looks for first usr, then lib OR first lib, then usr

To look recursively into subdirectories: use -r option - the next example will look for all occurrences of
"manjaro.org" in all files of the /etc/ directory:
$ grep -r manjaro.org /etc/
If a report is returned that some files are not allowed for you to see - then simply add sudo in front of it and enter
the password when prompted. This will really look into all files :).
$ sudo grep -r manjaro.org /etc/
$ grep -R manjaro.org /etc/
showed few more files for real :)

-

-R (capital R) will follow also symbolic links! In my case (again with sudo) - it

Other options:
-n - show line numbers
-q (or --quiet) tells grep to run in quiet mode - not to display anything on the standard output. If a match is found,
the command exits with status 0. This is useful when using grep in shell scripts where you want to check whether a
file contains a string and perform a certain action depending on the result.
-c - to print a count of matches. Example that shows 5 matches on my machine:
$ ps -ef | grep -c bash
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.10. ps
The command to list processes, some detailed info here.
In Linux, a running instance of a program is called process. Occasionally, when working on a Linux machine, you may
need to find out what processes are currently running.
There are number of commands that you can use to find information about the running processes. ps, pstree, and
top are the most commonly used.
$ ps aux
- The a option tells ps to display the processes of all users. Only the processes that are not associated with a
terminal and processes of group leaders are not shown.
- u stands for a user-oriented format that provides detailed information about the processes.
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- The x option instructs ps to list the processes out of the current terminal. Those are mainly processes that are
started on boot time and running in the background.
$ ps -ef
- The -e option instructs ps to display all processes.
- The -f stands full-format listing, which provides detailed information about the processes.
- The command displays information in eight columns labeled UID, PID, PPID, C, STIME, TIME, and CMD.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.11. top
Display Linux tasks, more info here.
When ran without arguments top will stay permanently on screen until you press q. The other way to stop it is via
the regular Ctrl+c.
$ top -n 10 - Exit Top Command after 10 repetitions (unless you press ‘q‘ or Ctrl+c before this).
Show the Absolute Path of Processes: Press ‘c‘ from the keyboard while top is running – it toggles this information.
Press it second time – it switches back to regular mode.
More info on top here and here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.12. man – the show manual command
Despite that the regular option “—help” is many times detailed “man” will usually give you real manual
explaining more on how the given program works, while the help is mostly for the basics and all parameters.
$ man cat - will display the Manual on cat
$ man ps – displays the manual of ps
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.13. clear – simply clear the BASH Terminal
This means that if we have several hundreds of lines in the backlog (results of commands like e.g. ls, top, ps or grep)
– all of those will be deleted.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.14. find
The find command in UNIX is a command line utility for walking a file hierarchy. It can be used to find files and
directories and perform subsequent operations on them. It supports searching by file, folder, name, creation date,
modification date, owner and permissions. By using the ‘-exec’ other UNIX commands can be executed on files or
folders found.
Usage:
$ find OPTIONS STARTING/PATH expression
The options attribute will control the behavior and optimization method of the find process.
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The starting/path attribute will define the top level directory where find begins filtering.
The expression attribute controls the tests that search the directory hierarchy to produce output.
Example:
$ find -O3 -L /var/www/ -name "*.html"
This command enables the maximum optimization level (-O3) and allows find to follow symbolic links (-L).
find searches the entire directory tree beneath /var/www/ for files whose –name ends with .html.
More info here and here, man pages online: here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.15. cp – the copy command
cp - to copy files.
$ cp somefile.txt newFileName.txt
$ cp /bin/somefile /home/SomeDirectory
$ cp file1 file2 file3 /SomeDirectory
Here are the options:
$ cp [OPTION] SOURCE DEST
$ cp [OPTION] SOURCE DIRECTORY
-a archive files
-f force copy by removing the destination file if needed
-i interactive - ask before overwrite
-l link files instead of copy
-L follow symbolic links
-n no file overwrite
-R recursive copy (including hidden files)
-u update - copy when source is newer than dest
-v verbose - print informative messages
More information here, here and here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.16. pwd
PWD stands for Print Working Directory.
Options:
-P

if the current path holds also a symbolic link it will be changed with the real directory name

-L

forces pwd to use the Environmental variable PWD, even if it contains symbolic links
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.17. pidof
pidof - to understand the PID (process ID) of a process. You can see it also with top or ps.
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If we execute “ps –aux” we will see all the processes in the system. systemd is the system and service manager used
in many Linux distros, and in Manjaro as well. So this will give you it’s PID:
$ pidof systemd
If you start firefox with “firefox &” and then call
$ pidof firefox
you shall get several PIDs. Why? Because firefox runs several processes simultaneously. On my system it showed:
2134 2119 2075 1997
Some options:
-s

Single shot - this instructs the program to only return one pid.

-c
Only return process ids that are running with the same root directory. This option is ignored for non-root
users, as they will be unable to check the current root directory of processes they do not own.
-x

Scripts too - this causes the program to also return process id's of shells running the named scripts.

More information here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.18. kill and killall
kill "PID" - to stop the execution of a program. So if firefox has a PID 2134 this shall kill it:
$ kill 2134
You can also send a signal to a process:
Send a signal to process(es). Two famous are SIGSEGV (the segmentation fault) and SIGINT (the interrupt signal).
More signals just for reference here.
-L or -l (minus el both capital and small) will list for you all the signals you can send
--- --- --- --- --killall - to end all instances of a running program. For our example with Firefox – it ran four processes. To Kill’em’all:
$ killall firefox
Some options (both long and short forms):
-e, --exact
Require an exact match for very long names. If a command name is longer than 15
characters, the full name may be unavailable (i.e. it is swapped out). In this case, killall will kill everything that
matches within the first 15 characters. With -e, such entries are skipped. killall prints a message for each skipped
entry if -v is specified in addition to -e,
-I, --ignore-case
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-g, --process-group
Kill the process group to which the process belongs. The kill signal is only sent once per
group, even if multiple processes belonging to the same process group were found.
-i, --interactive

Interactively ask for confirmation before killing.

-l, --list

List all known signal names.

-q, --quiet

Do not complain if no processes were killed.

-v, --verbose

Report if the signal was successfully sent.

-w, --wait
Wait for all killed processes to die. killall checks once per second if any of the killed
processes still exist and only returns if none are left. Note that killall may wait forever if the signal was ignored, had
no effect, or if the process stays in zombie state.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.19. curl
curl - This is a super powerful program. The name comes from C-url, or Client url.
curl is a tool to transfer data from or to a server, using one of the supported protocols (DICT, FILE, FTP, FTPS,
GOPHER, HTTP, HTTPS, IMAP, IMAPS, LDAP, LDAPS, POP3, POP3S, RTMP, RTSP, SCP, SFTP, SMB, SMBS, SMTP,
SMTPS, TELNET and TFTP). The command is designed to work without user interaction.
curl offers a busload of useful tricks like proxy support, user authentication, FTP upload, HTTP post, SSL
connections, cookies, file transfer resume, Metalink, and more.
curl is used in command lines or scripts to transfer data. It is also used in cars, television sets, routers, printers,
audio equipment, mobile phones, tablets, settop boxes, media players and is the internet transfer backbone for
thousands of software applications affecting billions of humans daily.
The most common example:
$ curl www.google.com
This showed for me directly the html code of the google page. The next one save a file as yourfile.tar.gz:
$ curl -O http://yourdomain.com/yourfile.tar.gz
$ curl -o newfile.tar.gz http://yourdomain.com/yourfile.tar.gz
The last one saves it as newfile.tar.gz.
With the following command you will download info.html and about.html from http://yoursite.com and
http://mysite.com, respectively, in one go.
$ curl -O http://yoursite.com/info.html -O http://mysite.com/about.html
The manual is quite big. Most of the examples above are coming from this site: https://www.tecmint.com/linuxcurl-command-examples/. The official website (and I recommend checking it) is https://curl.haxx.se/. Another
example page: here.
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--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.20. whatis
whatis - to ask one line brief description of some command –
$ whatis top

- prints "display Linux processes"

$ whatis ls cp rm mv - prints the one line definition of the four commands
To ask for anything which starts with ‘who’
$ whatis -w 'who*'
To ask for anything which contains ‘bin’ in its name:
$ whatis -w '*bin*'
More information here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.1.21. whereis
whereis - to locate a program - the binary, the source (if available) and the manual page files for the given
command
Example: type "whereis ping". On my machine (shall be the same on most or all regular linux distributions) the
terminal returned:
ping: /usr/bin/ping /usr/share/man/man8/ping.8.gz
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.2. Piping and redirection of commands in bash – crucial to understand how it shall be
used and also one of the greatest powers of the shell.
What does this mean?
From this link:
Every program we run on the command line automatically has three data streams connected to it.
STDIN (0) - Standard input (data fed into the program)
STDOUT (1) - Standard output (data printed by the program, defaults to the terminal)
STDERR (2) - Standard error (for error messages, also defaults to the terminal)
The numbers in braces show the IDs of these three streams.
Piping and redirection is the means by which we may connect these streams between programs and files to direct
data in interesting and useful ways.
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--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.2.1. Piping
Piping let you use the output of a program as the input of another one (more info here).
This is done with the special symbol vertical line "|". So if we have :
command_1 parameters | command_2 parameters | command_3 parameters | command_4 parameters
these commands will be executed in the sequence 1,2,3 and 4. They will be one after the other. The output from
each command will be the input for the next one. Finally in the terminal we will see the output of the last one.
Examples were show already above:
$ ps -ef | grep usr | grep lib
First "ps -ef" gives a big list. This list is passed to "grep usr" - which results in shorter list. Then this list is passed to
"grep lib" - which results in final list printed to the standard output of the Terminal.
This means we have a sequence of stdout_1 -> stdin_2 -> stdout_2 -> stdin_3 -> stdout_3 -> Terminal_Output
In any case - if an error occurs during the execution - it will be shown in the terminal. stderr is by default sent to the
terminal.
Sometimes this may lead to complete exit from the chain of commands, other times – the error will be printed, but
the programs will continue processing the chain.
If we want to pipe also the STDERR (it is with ID 2) the Bash reference manual says:
If ‘|&’ is used, command_1’s standard error, in addition to its standard output, is connected to command_2’s
standard input through the pipe; it is shorthand for "2>&1 |". This implicit redirection of the standard error to the
standard output is performed after any redirections specified by the command.
Example: before going to it first let's see the Redirection:
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.2.2. Redirection
Redirection is changing where the stdin, stdout or stderr goes. This is the input for an operation, the output from
an operation, and eventually some error output.
Redirections are processed in the order they appear, from left to right (more info here).
This is done via the special symbol greater than ">". Bash Reference for redirections here.
Basic example: Searching for all files which contain the word "bash" in the /etc directory, recursively, and finally
pointing out the results to a file:
$ grep -r bash /etc >results.txt
Some files give errors without sudo (regular user cannot read them), as we are never the root (in the common case).
And as the results are going to a file - in the terminal we shall see only the errors.
So to transfer these errors to another file use the ID 2 of the stderr stream:
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$ grep -r bash /etc >results1.txt 2>err2.txt
Using cat to display the given text file results will show the given listings.
To make the next experiment: let's first navigate with "cd ..", pwd, ls and so on to the /etc directory. It is full of stuff
to search and to experiments with piping and redirections.
Two important points - don't change things there without reading in advance (grep is safe of course - we only read
and search)! In addition:
Note that the order of redirections is significant. For example, the command
$ ls > dirlist.txt 2>&1
directs both standard output (file descriptor 1) and standard error (file descriptor 2) to the file dirlist.txt, then
simply states that STDERR from this command goes to STDOUT
while the command
$ ls 2>&1 > dirlist.txt
directs only the standard output to file dirlist.txt, because the standard error was first made a copy TO the
standard output before the standard output was redirected to dirlist.txt.
In other words the first will put both results AND STDERR to the file dirlist.txt, while in the second way the dirlist.txt
will contain only the STDOUT, without the STDERR (and the STDERR will go to the current terminal STDOUT, i.e. the
&1).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.2.3. Piping and Redirection together
We wanted to present how “|&” works. For this we will search for bash in the etc folder and transfer this to a result
file:
$ grep -r bash /etc >results.txt
Again - this points the STDOUT to the file, while on the Terminal we only see the resulting errors from files, which
we were not allowed to open and read due to user Permission denied.
Adding one more filter will show (in my case) some results in the text file and all Permission Denied messages on the
Terminal:
$ grep -r bash /etc | grep home >results.txt
And if we add an ampersand like this:
$ grep -r bash /etc |& grep home >results.txt
the Permission Denied messages will be hidden in the pipe and not sent to the Terminal.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.2.4. The other operators - < and >>
First the less than: “ < “
This one is used to direct the contents of a file as an input to a program (or command) like here:
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$ wc -l < barry.txt > myoutput.txt
wc is a Word Count program. Barry.txt is the input file. The minus el “-l” option means count the lines from this
input. The myoutput.txt is where to print the result.
I have a text file results.txt with some lines, few of which include the word "matches" and I want to search for it
with grep:
$ grep matches <results.txt
And I can easily append the results to some other file:
$ grep matches <results.txt >results1.txt
If you try to use the same file as input and output bash will complain ;).
And if I execute this given command 10 times results1.txt will always be with the same contents - each time
completely overridden.
If I want to append contents to results1.txt I shall use the double bigger operator: “ >> “
$ grep matches <results.txt >>results1.txt
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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2.3. Using Autocomplete in BASH, starting commands on the foreground and
background, writing a simple script.
2.3.1. Autocomplete.
It is really helpful.
When typing in the Bash terminal: if we are e.g. in the current home directory, and it contains the subdirectory
/myUser/Desktop/ :
When trying the cd command typing only "cd my", and then pressing TAB on the keyboard - this will complete the
word to my"User/".
If we then type Des and press TAB again - this will complete the directory name to Des"ktop/".
[myUser@myPc home]$ cd my

- I press TAB here and the result is for me:

[myUser@myPc home]$ cd myUser/

- I press TAB AGAIN and the result is for me:

[myUser@myPc home]$ cd myUser/Desktop
The other important point - all standard programs like ls, grep, cat, lsmem, hwinfo, umount, reboot, screenfetch and
so on - they are put on a list of known commands. Even in my case the preinstalled firefox.
So if I want to use the long command screenfetch - what I would do is type "scree" and press TAB. This will
autocomplete the word for me.
If I only type scr and press TAB twice - the BASH Terminal will show for me the possible options to complete - so
adding only one more letter and pressing TAB will finally complete the word.
Here it is:
[myUser@myPc home]$ scr
screenfetch

script

scriptlive

[myUser@myPc home]$ scre

- I press TAB twice here and the result is for me:
scriptreplay
- I type ‘e‘ and press TAB AGAIN and the result is for me:

[myUser@myPc home]$ screenfetch
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.3.2. Execute a program / application
To execute a program – it shall be a file with rights to be executed. When listing in detail with ls –l the given file
needs to be with execute permission for the current user and group. The file extension can be any (if there is such at
all – in Linux regular programs don’t have file extensions). In Windows we need a .exe at the end of the file. Linux
says - if your file can be executed as a program - it shall only have the corresponding file permission. If it doesn't,
and you know it is a valid program - change the permission with chmod (command mentioned earlier).
From BASH shell for known programs (which are in a BASH internal list) this is done via simply typing the name of
the program and pressing Enter – like we did for ping, cd, ls, top, .... or firefox. This however will “block” the
currently started terminal until the given program finishes or is terminated e.g. with Ctrl+c.
To background the process, so your terminal doesn't sit there hung until you exit the application - append and
ampersand “&” to the end of the command like here:
[myUser@myPc home]$ firefox &
[1] 3926
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[myUser@myPc home]$
The 3926 is the new process PID.
Again - this is for the known programs which exist in the Interactive Autocomplete of the BASH shell database.
Now if we have a simple application, like HelloWorld (how to build one super easy – check chapter 2.5) in our
directory home/myUser/Desktop/testProgram/ one has to type in front of it a dot and a slash like this:
[myUser@myPc testProgram]$ ./HelloWorld - and then hit Enter :)
The dot and slash say to BASH: run this HelloWorld (and not another executable located somewhere else (e.g.
usr/bin/firefox) in the file system). About the dot and slash you may check this link.
In the same manner as before an ampersand & at the end will start the program in background, keeping our
Terminal free to get some new task from us.
If I'm not in the given directory - e.g. I'm in home - then I have to do:
[myUser@myPc home]$ ./myUser/Desktop/testProgram/HelloWorld
Reminder - killing a program - if by some reason we started a process with & on the background which we want to
stop - if you don't know the PID - use TOP or pidof. Find the PID (e.g. 3926) and call "kill 3926". Sometimes kill or
killall will require a sudo in front.
Regarding the BASH commands list – most of those programs are actually located in the /usr/bin directory. This list
comes from the PATH environment variable.
Linux path environmental variable contains a list of directories in which the shell looks for executable programs
every time you run a command or program. Use echo command to print your PATH variable:
$ echo $PATH
So – if you install new SW and it adds a binary to some of the directories listed in $PATH – upon next start of the
Terminal it will also add it to the list of known commands. For custom commands – you can add your own directory
e.g. with scripts and extend the $PATH with it. Then upon next terminal start it will be available. Of course the given
file must be with execution rights. How to add a path to the $PATH list is described in chapter 5.8.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.3.3. Writing a simple BASH script
What is a bash script? It is like batch files in Windows - a series of commands, saved in a text file, and then given to
the terminal as a command. This results in Terminal opening the file, executing the commands and finally exiting. As
we are in the bash terminal - the script shall apply strictly to the syntax rules of the BASH Shell.
If it outputs a result to the Terminal - then this will be printed to the STDOUT and we will see it. If inside there are
piped commands - many of those will not be printed.
Let's see an example:
With Sublime_Text I create a simple file which contains the following lines:
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--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --echo Trying some basic BASH shell script
ps -ef
ls -l
grep -r bash /etc 2>&1 >/home/myUser/results4.txt
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --I saved it under the name myScript.sh.
Then I go to the Terminal, and using chmod I apply the permissions for this script to be executed:
[myUser@myPc home]$ chmod 766 ./myUser/myScript
Further we write there again with the ./ in front:
[myUser@myPc home]$ ./myUser/myScript.sh
This is enough to execute the script and see the results printed on the Terminal. That's all.
For advanced usage - the scripts support variables, conditional execution of lines and many other options. Those
may come in other articles. Check this link for few more basic examples for scripting.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.3.4. The echo command – important specially about scripts
Simply put - echo returns to the terminal exactly what you have given to it as text.
Apart from some nice tutorials on the internet, if you want to display the help of echo - you are in trouble. Echo
repeats what it is given to the current STDOUT. So the best way to see all its options is to call "man echo".
The other way - typing the full path to it and writing:
[myUser@myPc home]$ /bin/echo --help
When is it useful? In bash scripts to print to stdout explicitly a variable, a conditional message, and any info you
need when piping multiple commands and thus "hiding" the info from the Terminal. It supports also formatting of
text with classical excape sequences like \\, \t, \r, \n...
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.4. More on multiple commands in BASH shell
Here follow some lists (like mine here) of basic linux commands:
https://www.pcsuggest.com/basic-linux-commands/
https://linoxide.com/linux-command/essential-linux-basic-commands/
https://linuxhint.com/top-25-linux-commands-with-examples/
https://www.addictivetips.com/ubuntu-linux-tips/basic-linux-terminal-commands/
https://www.ubuntupit.com/best-linux-commands-to-run-in-the-terminal/
https://www.puttygen.com/linux-commands
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Otherwise - use any search machine (Google, DuckDuckGo) by typing e.g. for grep:
grep Linux command
You will get tens or even hundreds of good results. Many people like me make shorter or longer summaries, give
examples. Finally you have the man command to display the full manual of the given program in the Terminal, or
online full documentation of the given commands as they are 100% FOSS (Free and Open Source Software).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.5. How to compile a simple C/C++ project
The next important steps is to try and compile a project (Hello World) written with whatever text editor.
This shall be easy some may say, and it is.
My source file is in C++ - with Sublime_Text I created a Hello.cpp in a New folder called Cpp_Projects/Hello.cpp.
In it I've entered the following simple C++ code:
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main (void) {
cout << "Hello World" << endl;
return 0;
}
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----Then I went to the Terminal, to the given folder and for C++ I have entered on the terminal this single compile line:
$ g++ -o Hello Hello.cpp
For a C based project it is the same, but with calling gcc instead of g++.
This created for me the application Hello. When checking with ls -l I have now the execute permission.
With "./" in front I can call it and in the Terminal :
[myUser@myMachine Cpp_Projects]$ ./Hello
prints for me the notorious words "Hello World".
Yes, it IS that simple :). Some more information you can find here.

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******
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3. Next Step: Dual Boot vs Virtual Machine, Yocto Poky vs Manjaro ARM
2.6. Dual Boot vs Virtual Machine
About a classical dilemma nowadays: Dual boot on windows OR a Virtual Machine - which is better and / or easier?
Why I had to choose? Because my test machine is not easily portable and sometimes I may have to work on my
Laptop (HP ZBOOK 15 G5, Intel Core i7 Six-Core, 16 GB RAM, 512 GB SSD).
I decided for a Virtual Machine. I chose Virtual Box (because I know it). It has great features. Installing Manjaro was
super-fast and easy.
Dual boot:
Pros - when booting to Linux you have 100% control of HW, the environment is real, not emulated, it is a bit
faster. If your machine is weak in CPU and RAM - this is the better option - cause otherwise you will have to split the
CPU and RAM between two simultaneously running OSes.
Cons - You need dual boot bootloader on the HDD (which provides the OS choice upon HW start). Your laptop will
never be the same. In order to switch between both - you need to reboot.
Virtual Machine:
Pros - We have several famous technologies around, quite fast, quite good, with speed close to the real one. If
your machine CPU has more cores - you can dedicate some to the virtual machine.
Cons - It is NOT real Linux or whatever OS you run on it. Testing for real a HW Kernel Module (driver in Windows
world) is I guess – hard, for some particular tests - impossible.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2.7. Poky vs Manjaro for Raspberry Pi 4 (RPI4) Model B (4GB RAM)
What is Poky? It is a sample basic pre-setup Yocto project for your HW platform, the official term is a reference
distribution. In other words - Yocto with a BSP (Board Support Package) for given HW, which means you start not
from scratch. For RPI4 we have this Poky project.
Yocto is with steep learning curve. And I do have some experience with Manjaro already. And Manjaro has a RPI4
compatible build. So I chose this one and as it turned out - it worked like a charm.
When I’m ready with my SW I will switch to the RPI4 Poky and Yocto.

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******
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4. Raspberry Pi 4 Model B and Kuman 7 inch Touchscreen HDMI LCD –
specs, Manjaro ARM installation and SD cards
3.1. HW overview of RPI4, available Manjaro port and my setup
From the official documentation for RPI4 lists:
2.1 Hardware
• Quad core 64-bit ARM-Cortex A72 running at 1.5GHz
• 1, 2 and 4 Gigabyte LPDDR4 RAM options (mine is with 4 GB of RAM)
• H.265 (HEVC) hardware decode (up to 4Kp60)
• H.264 hardware decode (up to 1080p60)
• Video Core VI 3D Graphics
• Supports dual HDMI display output up to 4Kp60
2.2 Interfaces
• 802.11 b/g/n/ac Wireless LAN
• Bluetooth 5.0 with BLE
• 1x SD Card
• 2x micro-HDMI ports supporting dual displays up to 4Kp60 resolution
• 2x USB2 ports
• 2x USB3 ports
• 1x Gigabit Ethernet port (supports PoE with add-on PoE HAT)
• 1x Raspberry Pi camera port (2-lane MIPI CSI)
• 1x Raspberry Pi display port (2-lane MIPI DSI)
• 28x user GPIO supporting various interface options:
– Up to 6x UART
– Up to 6x I2C
– Up to 5x SPI
– 1x SDIO interface
– 1x DPI (Parallel RGB Display)
– 1x PCM
– Up to 2x PWM channels
– Up to 3x GPCLK outputs
2.3 Software
• ARMv8 Instruction Set
• Mature Linux software stack
• Actively developed and maintained
– Recent Linux kernel support
– Many drivers upstreamed
– Stable and well supported userland
– Availability of GPU functions using standard APIs
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-----------------------------------Manjaro for ARM is located here: https://manjaro.org/download/
You go there, choose from the top level menu: Editions -> ARM -> Raspberry Pi 4 ->
And you have either XFCE or KDE Plasma build.
Xfce and KDE are two different Graphical Environments for Linux. There are literally tens. For Manjaro for RPI4
we have only the aforementioned. Long story short - Xfce is keeping for years the top place on minimal usage of
resources (RAM, CPU, etc.), plus is due to this many times faster. I do monitor such articles in the last 7 years. Here
is an article on this matter from 2017. As Xfce keeps the first place I downloaded it:
https://osdn.net/projects/manjaro-arm/storage/rpi4/xfce/20.02/
In particular this file (the image):
Manjaro-ARM-xfce-rpi4-20.02.img.xz
I just flashed it with Rufus version 3.8.1580 on a Micro SD and it worked from scratch! For Flashing with Rufus:
1. Unzip the .img.xz file from above with 7zip
2. In the first menu Device - Select your flash drive (your micro sd card shall be at least 8 GB, I recommend
e.g. 32 GB Video Speed Class V30 or similar - more info in the next chapter)
3. With the SELECT button select the resulting file Manjaro-ARM-xfce-rpi4-20.02.img
4. All the other options are automatically selected, so press simply START:
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Here is one nice how to if you need some more information.
Short and clear guide with screenshots on how the installation happens (really zero issues for newbies, super
simple).
-----------------------------------My HW Configuration for reference: RPI4, HDMI connected monitor (HP, widescreen), micro SD card with the OS
image, USB connected wireless keyboard and mouse Logitech. And in addition - the RPI4 7 inch usb touchscreen
display with HDMI (for which I will talk later).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

3.2. Few points regarding the usage of Micro SD cards in this type of setup
First I tried on a 8 GB class 6 ADATA card. It did work. But it was slow - both on flashing with Rufus and later
when I booted it (i.e. the loading of Manjaro as well as some basic operations. Stay calm - Terminal was fast).
I've bought (specially for the purpose of playing with RPI4) two high speed cards. This time I took a SanDisk
Extreme 32 GB Video Speed Class V30. This is with speed up to 100 MB/s. Rufus was few times faster. Booting was
faster, everything worked better.
Here are few important points when working with Raspberry Pi and an SD card:
1. It is always better to have the power of the RPI via a UPS. Reason - if power goes down while programming
or working with RPI - this might corrupt the memory and you will lose all your work – there are such cases reported
in the past on the internet.
2. Many people report that the SD cards quality degrades fast. Hence some articles on memory say you better
get an eMMC SD card if possible. Reason - some OS processes may make hundreds of reads and writes per second
to HDD (our micro SD) and the SD cards are not intended for such use. That's why this was an issue years ago, I do
have two colleagues (one of them embedded developer, the other PhD in electronics) that told me of some issues
like this in the past with such projects.
3. On the other hand :
A). Linux nowadays is super optimized, the best OS around, and would not write files to the HDD without a
reason.
B). The SD cards nowadays are better
C). It looks like the amount of articles on this issue is located in the past (googling shows posts from 20122015).
D). This article says, that the problem may be e.g. that with some regular usage we might wear out the micro
SD for 12-18 months.
E). Good technique is to keep any logging only in RAM and transfer it to file as rarely as possible (some info
here).
Digging more on this revealed that the issue is not that bad any more:
This article gives some insights on some techniques for: Single Board Revolution: Preventing Flash Memory
Corruption. It cites this important article: Which SD Card To Use In A Pi?.
One project which adds permanent UPS-like power support to your Raspberry Pi is available here.
And finally: Some points on SD cards storage persistence.
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----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------Now again about my RPI4 HW platform – I have:
- 4 GB LPDDR4 SDRAM (big enough, so the SD card will not be used as additional storage due to lack of
RAM).
- I currently use SanDisk Extreme 32 GB Video Speed Class V30 - this is reported to be quite good and robust
in one of the articles above. Though it is only in few comments - this means some people have tested it and are
satisfied with the achieved results.
- I currently use an SD card quite bigger than what I need - so this will be definitely better for me. Reason the internal controllers of the SD cards (for keeping the degradation of it lower) will have more free space to make
the new memory writes and “play around” with data distribution.
- "df -h" on the terminal gives me total 30GB on my 32 GB card, 15% used, so I'm definitely in good position.
- The only additional memory module on my Pi - RPI4 has an SPI-attached EEPROM (4MBits/512KB), which
contains code to boot up the system and replaces bootcode.bin previously found in the boot partition of the SD
card. So I cannot use it as OS location (Manjaro Linux is few hundred megabytes big.) This also means - currently I
cannot ask for more than what I have - e.g. a big OTP, EEPROM or sth. else.
A bit more information on the booteeprom from the official RPI page is available here.
Hence the current conclusion is - I stick with the good high quality Micro SD I have, keep backups of my work, try to
NEVER write too much stuff on it hundreds of times per second and we rock and roll :).

A final hint – some guys connect a fast external HDD via one of the USB 3.0 ports and use the SD card only for
booting. I checked and good fast SSD based external USB3.0 drives are already available on the market. I don’t want
to do this now, neither to spend those 80-100 USD on such a device. But for any of you who would like to try – this is
an option :).

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******
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5. What to do on RPI4 after installing Manjaro
4.1. Connecting the Internet / Network via LAN
Without it pacman and pamac will not work. I did this with wired LAN connection. This version of Manjaro has a
reported bug with WiFi! (That's why it is good to take a look to some release notes ;) )
By the way I tried the WiFi - it found my network, but didn't connect, don’t know if it will work on your setup – I
recommend trying it. As LAN works for me I will not dig deeper for how to fix this for now :).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.2. Keyboard shortcuts for Terminal and how to search in it
Ctrl+Alt+t - Start a Terminal. You can start whatever number of instances of the Terminal. On my test PC though
Ctrl+Alt+t behave a bit strange – it switches between the two started Terminals. On RPI4 it simply starts a new one.
Ctrl+Shift+t - makes a new tab in the current Terminal. Ctrl+PgUp / PgDwn switch the tabs.
Ctrl+Shift+f - Find some string in all the text currently present in the Terminal printed scrollable buffer.
I recommend not working with more than 3 Terminals or too many tabs – you might miss sth. Tabs are cool and
have a drag and drop feature to take them out as a separate terminal.
The Alt+TAB though behaves strange with multiple terminals… Normally I work with max 2, so I don’t care more
for now.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.3. Basic Info about pacman
$ pacman -Qs XXXXXXX - read the version of the given package XXXXXXX
$ pacman -Syyu - Force pacman to refresh ALL the package lists - Mirrors can be out of sync and the package
list from the old mirror may not correspond to the package list of the new mirror, even though the dates of the lists
may suggest that they do. - After creating/editing /etc/pacman.d/mirrorlist, issue the following command: pacman Syyu. Unless you know you need the double -y, please don't use it. It force-downloads the package database from
the package server even if the one on your system is already up to date, creating unnecessary traffic. A typical use
case would be a captive portal that redirects the request to an HTML login page, or a badly configured server
replying with an HTML page that says "404" (but doesn't properly set the HTTP 404 status code).
$ pacman -Syu - update all packages
$ pacman -Syu XXXXXXX - update XXXXXXX package explicitly!
$ pacman -S XXXXXXX - install specific package
$ pacman -h - to list all options
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.4. Update the pacman mirrors to ensure fast operation
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This takes few minutes, but it is definitely worth (I tried before and after - download speed increase was few
times!). So in order any installation to be as fast as possible, and so that you don’t wait for minutes to download e.g.
some 3 MB package:
$ sudo pacman-mirrors --fasttrack
Then to update packages:
$ sudo pacman –Syu
More information here.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.5. Increase the Terminal backlog
This is the amount of lines it keeps buffered. So we want it big - e.g. 8000 lines. By default on RPI4 it is 1000
lines. Longer is necessary, as sometimes some operations produce a lot of output on the Terminal. And building
bigger projects is one of them. Not to mention regular build/install procedures for some packages.
By one of the companies I worked for the standard build output of the project was over 3200 lines, by other over
5000 – and this is nothing out of the ordinary :).
You will often probably want to have the log on what has been done on your system during those, or the
complete log of your build.
So – with the mouse open in Terminal on the top line the menu Edit -> select Preferences -> In the first tab
General - > change the field Scrollback to minimum 8000.
You can later either select some portion of text and copy it to a text file, OR - right click in the Terminal and
choose "Save Contents" (which will save the full log in the currently open Terminal).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.6. Install base-devel, obligatory
In order to be able to develop, compile and so on: we need base-devel package group (it is also crucial for
compiling AUR packages):
$ pacman -S base-devel --needed
The last flag here asks pacman to install only what is needed.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.7. Add a Text Editor
As Manjaro for ARM doesn't provide this by default - I've installed the Gedit simple text editor with this
command:
$ sudo pacman -S gedit
I wanted also Sublime. So Sublime text - via pacman (as I don't want snaps and other additional SW on my
RPI4) install instructions are here. Unfortunately - for ARM 64 (aarch64) Sublime is not built! So it cannot be
installed.
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As a substitute I chose Code::Blocks and simply added it via the Add/Remove GUI from the main menu.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.8. Colorizing Terminal and adding to $PATH permanently
It is definitely good to have some colors there. It just helps. And Manjaro ARM has less colors compared to
regular Manjaro for x86. So:
--------FIRST:
In order to make your command line in color - in particular the:
[user@group: current_Directory]$
In terminal open with sudo and gedit the .bashrc file. It is a hidden file in your home directory (where the
Desktop, Downloads and so on are located). You can change the File Manager to show for you the hidden files from
the menu View -> Show Hidden Files, or pressing Ctrl+h from the key board. Anyway:
sudo gedit .bashrc
In it at the end add the line (on one line!):
export PS1=
"\[\e[32m\][\[\e[m\]\[\e[32m\]\u\[\e[m\]\[\e[33m\]@\[\e[m\]\[\e[32m\]\h\[\e[m\]:\[\e[36m\]\w\[\e[m\]\[\e[3
2m\]]\[\e[m\]\[\e[32;47m\]\\$\[\e[m\] "
Then save, exit. Restart the terminal. More information: here.
--------SECOND:
There are some colorizers and I have chosen to try Cope - it colorizes quite a lot of commands when it succeeds
to fetch the output and execute the perl scripts it is based on.
First get the files:
[user@group: current_Directory]$ cd Downloads
[user@group: current_Directory]$ mkdir cope
[user@group: current_Directory]$ cd cope
[user@group: current_Directory]$ git clone https://github.com/yogan/cope.git
An advantage of this method is that you can easily get updates to the package via git pull.
Then as cope says:
[user@group: current_Directory]$ perl Makefile.PL
[user@group: current_Directory]$ make
[user@group: current_Directory]$ make test
[user@group: current_Directory]$ sudo make install
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Then, find out where perl put the scripts: $ perl cope_path.pl
And add that to your $PATH.
My issue: perl Makefile.PL gave an error: Can't locate inc/Module/Install.pm.....
I thought I need a package called: perl-module-install.
Interesting is that I have perl-module-install, checked with :
pacman -Qs perl
Finally simply retrying the command helped:
$ perl Makefile.PL
I did get some errors in the second and third step.
In particular the Test showed me 5 out of 67 tests failed. As far as I understood - this means some colorization
would not work, but no critical issues, so I go forward.
I saved the Terminal log - it was over 1000 lines long - so that I know what have been done.
I finally called sudo make install.
And reached the final step: add the perl scripts location to path, extracting the path with this call:
$ perl cope_path.pl
Here is How to add sth. to $PATH permanently:
***** ***** *****
About environmental variables in Linux: In Linux and Unix based systems environment variables are a set of
dynamic named values, stored within the system that are used by applications launched in shells or subshells. In
simple words, an environment variable is a variable with a name and an associated value.
Environment variables allow you to customize how the system works and the behavior of the applications on the
system. For example, the environment variable can store information about the default text editor or browser, the
path to executable files, or the system locale and keyboard layout settings.
to print them:
$ printenv
To set your $PATH permanently you can edit your shell’s configuration file. For BASH that’s normally ~/.bashrc
or ~/.bash_profile.
More information here and here.
***** ***** *****
After reboot I do have some colorization and it is definitely helpful!
More information on colorization here, in the section for "Universal wrappers".
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

4.9. Install an “AUR install helper” package
Why using a helper? Cause it saves time and makes the full compilation process for you, solving dependences
and so on.
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YAOURT (which I used in the past) is no longer supported and here are some other alternatives we may use.
I have chosen YAY. You can install yay by cloning the git repo and building it. Use the below commands:
----$ cd Downloads
$ git clone https://aur.archlinux.org/yay.git
$ cd yay
$ makepkg -si
----Using yay:
Searching an application through Yay in AUR:
$ yay -Ss <package-name>
Installing an application:
$ yay -S <package-name>
It is written in Go programming language, so requires the Go environment... that's why it will require few
hundred MB of space. But I'm Ok with it considering my big SD card and my potential need for AUR packages.
Some generic hints on yay you can find here.

******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******
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5. Kernel Modules related to Touchscreen – investigation, simple help,
experiments and calibration
5.1. The 7 inch LCD and the touchscreen
Changing the display to the 7 inch
My LCD is: Kuman 7 inch capacitive touch screen display, with USB for touch communication and power, bought
via amazon.de. Characteristics from the official page:
- Capacitive touch control: This Raspberry Pi Screen resolution is 800x480, It also has vertical and Horizontal
image flip function. Image 4: 3/ 16: 9 display format conversion.
- Operating voltage: The touch screen 5V 1a power supply current requirements within the above 2a, on
board 400mA DC-DC Boost Regulator to provide power supply to LCD backlight.
- Multifunctional: when the 7 inch touch screen work with the Raspberry Pi, it supports the Raspbian,
Ubuntu, Win10 IoT, single-touch and free drive. When using as a computer monitor, It supports Windows 10/ 8.1/
8/ 7, five point touch and free drive.
- With protective case: The Raspberry Pi Display comes with the protective case stand, which is made with
black acrylic. Raspberry Pi board can be installed on the back of the case.
Switching directly did not help as for the big monitor Manjaro ARM succeeded to provide me resolution of
1920x1200. So - I changed it manually to 800x600 on the big monitor, and then switched and it worked. By the way
– RPI4 was faster responsive with 800x600. This means most probably the big resolution was increasing the HW
needs.
How to switch the Display Resolution – simply open the main menu, type Display and you will see the given GUI.
Initial tests show that it supports so far more than the advertised: 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x720. The
1280x1024 - no. When I try not supported resolution - the display flashes with freq. ~0,5 Hz. I kept the 1280x720 (as
it was the best) and increased the terminal symbols Font size to 20. Later I've tried few different resolutions and
some of them worked.
The official documentation on my display looked quite a lot, but not very much helpful.
Documents provided from Kuman:
About SW Keyboard:
Touch screen:

How to install matchbox-keyboard(En).pdf

How to calibrate the touch screen(En).pdf

Driver installation instruction
How to modify the display orientation
All of them are located here. Download and check them if you want, but I recommend reading the article till the
end before spending too much time on then.
-------------------------Starting the touchscreen
Simply by connecting it to one of the USB2 ports of the RPI4 worked.
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Another interesting point - when I switched the HDMI back to the 24 inch monitor, but kept the Touchscreen
connected to the board - as expected it continues to work and transfers the coordinates coverage correct - no
matter that the screen is bigger, rotated and so on.
How I understood this? When using the touchscreen - the left / right / top and bottom close-to-edge positions
correspond on the touchscreen with the 24 inch rotated widescreen monitor.
Important point:
As I work with two displays I have configured the Display to have two profiles - one for HP24 and one for the 7
inch. Having such presets can help faster switch when changing between the displays.
Screenshot:

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

5.2. Drivers (the Linux term – Kernel Modules) – first steps to understand more about
which works for some USB and how to track a Kernel Module version and source
As it feels like the touchscreen is not perfectly accurate (like e.g. on my Samsung android phone) I would like to
calibrate it. And this required identifying which Kernel Modules are used and later find out what is possible to do
with them.
-------------------------FIRST – About the USB, as the Touchscreen is connected via USB.
Let's inspect the running processes with "ps -ef". Using grep to find occurunce of any of the words "usb" or touch
didn't help.
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Reminder - "ps -ef" lists all the processes running on the system, showing also whether they are started from
root or from some other user.
Then let's inspect the USB "HID" devices. HID stands for Human Interface Device - i.e. mouse, touchscreen, usb,
keyboard, etc.
One way is to list the /dev directory with and without the touch USB connected, then compare the results:
$ ls -l /dev > listWith.txt
$ ls -l /dev > listWithout.txt
$ diff listWith.txt listWithout.txt
One potential line drew my attention: the hidraw2 30c29
This might be my device but no further info was presented. So simply use (again with and without the device
connected):
$ lsusb
My Device is Bus 001 Device 006: ID 1a86:e5e3 QinHeng Electronics
The other option is "usb-devices" command: It shows more detailed description and I recommend trying it, but
no other significant information.
More detailed examples: here.
-------------------------SECOND – About the system log via dmesg command.
In short from its help says: Display or control the kernel ring buffer. From our perspective regarding the display
part: practically it shows a sequence of commands and events of what happened on our system since the last boot –
i.e. system log messages. And as I have connected and disconnected the USB device 2 times while trying the
previous commands - it shows those actions.
So - my touchscreen really is:

Bus 001 Device 006: ID 1a86:e5e3 QinHeng Electronics

1a86 is Vendor ID, e5e3 is the Product ID. The USB kernel module used is hidraw, the instance in particular hidraw2.
I tried to see it in my list of processes with "ps -ef | grep hidraw2". I did this over 15 times and it always came
out with different PID! I didn’t get any grep result for hidraw2 only 2 times out of 15 tries. This means that this
process doesn't run permanently, and thus each time when it is ran – it has different PID. I’ve obviously hit moments
when the process was not running. So keep this in mind when checking some processes on your system.
Unfortunately this doesn't provide me with information on which/what touchscreen Kernel Module is used!
-----------------THIRD – How to track a Kernel Module to a source.
In order to understand a bit more - first our Kernel is 4.19.97. We check this via:
$ uname -srm

->

result :

Linux 4.19.97-1 MANJARO-ARM aarch64

$ lsb_release -a

->

shows the OS:

Manjaro-ARM Linux version 20.03

The basic information about the release from the Manjaro Forum is here. And just for reference here is the
Manjaro Wiki. By the way - to support the Manjaro cause you can donate here :).
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The Linux Kernel information here shows: Major revision 4, version 19, with subversion 111, an LTS (Long Term
Support):
22 October 2018 4.19.111 Greg Kroah-Hartman & Sasha Levin 19th LTS release, maintained from October
2018 to December 2020. Used in Debian 10 "Buster". Second SLTS release with support for ARM64 platform.
I downloaded from https://www.kernel.org/ the long-term release 4.19.112 from 2020-03-20 [a tarball archive]
And this is the general documentation of hidraw on kernel.org for hidraw.txt from 13-May-2017 and hidraw.rst
from 21-Jul-2019.
So - this is our hidraw Kernel Module. The purpose was to show you how to track a given Kernel Module related
to your release when you need to see the source.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

5.3. Calibration of the Touchscreen – first steps and xinput_calibrator
This chapter is here because:
A.)
B.)
C.)

xinput_calibrator was pointed in the official Kuman touchscreen documentation as the library to use for
the touchscreen calibration
It explains how digging about it pointed me to the right and simple solution later, it also explains where to
look when investigating a library
People who would like to know why xinput_calibrator is not a solution will have the full information here
(as such was not present on the Internet, no matter how much I searched).

-----------------ON XINPUT_CALIBRATOR:
Obviously the Touchscreen works. So I thought I may use the proposed open source calibration application from
the Kuman Documents. The calibration instruction speaks of few commands that do not exist on my system:
xinput_calibrator
DISPLAY
X11
sudonano /etc/X11/xorg.conf.d/99-calibration.conf
The path /etc/X11/xorg.conf.d/ exists, but the 99-calibration.conf doesn’t.
About X11 – it is the X Window System. It is used widely in different graphical environments in the Linux world. It
is platform independent, and requires a Window Manager on top of it. It is developed by X.Org and there is a
reference implementation of X11 from them named X.Org Server. So – if you see some sources on your machine
which include some “x.org” in their path or name – it is quite probable those are related to X11.
About XFCE - some general points from XFCE Wikipedia Page: Like GNOME, Xfce is based on the GTK toolkit, but
it is not a GNOME fork. It uses the Xfwm window manager, described below. Its configuration is entirely mousedriven, with the configuration files hidden from the casual user. Xfce does not feature any desktop animations, but
Xfwm supports compositing.
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The official xinput_calibrator page is here. The GitHub project repo page says it is a generic touchscreen
calibration program for X.Org. 1st red flag – the latest updates are from 6 years ago! Still - I go till the end!
So we check with pamac and pacman and neither xinput_calibrator nor xinput-calibrator can be found. Then we
check the AUR and here is the package.
With yay I got the xinput_calibrator package:
$ yay -Ss xinput_calibrator - provided me information on the aur package.
And I tried to install it:
$ yay –S xinput_calibrator
It was a long log with one final crucial point - the xinput_calibrator is not compatible with my architecture! Or at
least yay reported so.
--------------------I thought I should try to download and compile it myself: It's written in pure C++. It turned out that there are
some "errors" as aarch64 and Manjaro Linux are not recognized from the build scripts of the package. This meant
for me – I need to look the source and find out what was happening inside.
--------------------When a package build suite reports that your architecture or OS is not supported you have to find where in the
compilation scripts are listed the supported architectures. Compilation scripts are normally bash scripts, make
related files, and not sources like hpp, cpp, c, h, etc. For our package these are config.guess and config.sub. This is a
pair of generic scripts for detecting the architecture and OS. I found online their latest version here and here.
And it turned out that those inside xinput_calibrator are from 2010, whereas the newest versions are from
2019/2020. 2nd red flag - I realized this might not work at all.
Then – before trying more and out of curiosity – I checked the opened and closed Issues (Tickets, Bug Reports,
etc.) for xinput_calibrator (on GitHub here).
The most interesting was from a guy who contacted the author of xinput_calibrator. This is an issue initially from
2015 asking for an update release, and in 2017 we have this comment (a bit clarified from me):
-----------“I contacted tias (the author) about maintenance of this project (the xinput_calibrator) and he wrote: I'm
maintaining and developing tslib and xf86-input-tslib and would happily help out here - even if most probably more
passively than my other projects.“
-----------Considering this and the fact that xinput_calibrator was not updated in the last 10 years - tslib with its ts_calibrate
tool should actually be the current newer alternative to xinput-calibrator.
A bit more digging revealed that using tslib became more generic and easy on Linux. It supports multitouch, and
with it, besides "calibration" (which is a linear transformation filter), you get many other filters to play with.
This meant I had to check more on tslib.
-----------You see now how important is sometimes to check Tickets, Issues, Logs and even mailing listings of open source
packages. Most of the time you might find some or even more useful information.
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Some old guru might say – of course xinput_calibrator will bring up issues - since 2010 the Kernel has changed so
much that a module that old will positively not work, and might even cause some damage. And he will be right.
Nevertheless – I wanted to place the whole info here, so that you see for yourself what digging for sources, revisions
and information means. If you want to go on with Linux – you will have to do it from time to time. Finally the
community will have now written somewhere that the official Kuman information is now obsolete :).
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

5.4. Calibration – second step – and with tslib
I’ve checked with pacman -Qs and pamac info and the version which I have - tslib 1.21-1 - is actually in the
official Arch Repository and also the Arch Arm Repo. Here is the official tslib page: https://github.com/libts/tslib.
The question was now - is this used on my system?
-----------A basic point on Linux Kernel Modules (drivers):
Linux doesn't have separate entity as "device drivers", Linux has kernel modules which could be called "drivers"
for real or virtual hardware depending on their functionality. I thought I have to check them and here is how we do
it:
Use lsmod or cat /proc/modules to see list of loaded kernel modules. Also you can see list of all available
(installed) kernel modules in system using:
$ ls -R /lib/modules/`uname -r`/kernel/
The first two revealed the module hid_multitouch which might be interesting for me.
Important for a Kernel Module - to lists the dependences and exist:
$ modprobe hid_multitouch -D
Check it out. I also recommend checking the modprobe -h.
-----------I thought then – considering that the touchscreen works – do I have some controls in the regular GUI based
machine settings? So I opened the main menu (the whisker menu, aka the start Menu, the Manjaro Menu) and in
the "Mouse and Touchpad" controls I have wch.cn USB2IIC_CTP_CONTROL
Again - dmesg - display or control the kernel ring buffer. Reminder - this showed that my Kernel Module
hid_multitouch talks with hidraw via hidraw2 instance.
And as this didn’t lead me further I switched to check the tslib.
---------------------ABOUT TSLIB: http://tslib.org
tslib consists of the library _libts_ and tools that help you _calibrate_ and _use it_ in your environment.
tslib can be calibrated by the provided module (part of the library) called ts_calibrate.
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It exists in our Manjaro-ARM-xfce-rpi4-20.02. I checked this by trying it via Autocomplete in the Terminal.
Simply typing “ts_” and pressing twice the TAB from the Keyboard will show this list of available executables:
ts_calibrate; ts_finddev; ts_print; ts_print_raw; ts_test_mt; ts_verify; ts_conf; ts_harves; ts_print_mt; ts_test;
ts_uinput
You will not need most of those; many are intended for internal system use, and not for the direct user
interaction from the console.
The README.md of the tslib here says: for regular calibration we shall use ts_calibrate, and for test of the
multitouch filters the ts_test_mt.
Then - the "man ts_calibrate" says I need to pay attention to the environmental variables and ts.conf - it says in
ts.conf I shall obligatory have the linear module configured (i.e. uncommented).
ts.conf is actually a file in /etc. With cat or gedit we can read it. The last line in it is uncommented:
module linear
so we are free to go.
About the calibration – simply start "sudo ts_calibrate" and click on the given locations on the touchscreen, and
yes – it is only this.
---------------------Regarding the multitouch - pay attention if you start it because:
1. It blocked my system completely requiring hard reset as I couldn’t stop the application.
2. It shows that the multitouch works, but doesn't calibrate or help in some similar way.
3. Still - if you want to see how the multitouch functionality monitors up to 10 fingertips at the same time check it out.
Start it like this:
$ sudo ts_test_mt
What I meant with “requiring hard reset”: I tried stopping the ts_test_mt - with Ctrl+c, q, del, esc or whatever.
This didn’t work at all. I also couldn't press the given GUI buttons on top of the screen. Finally I had to restart the
power. The good thing is that ts_test_mt showed that the tslib kernel module with all its stuff successfully follows
up to 10 fingers and the multitouch works :).
Some strange side effect: The Pi showed some boot problems. I had to try several times. I guess because it didn't
shut down normally. The observed behavior - the small Touchscreen HDMI panel was not working, saying “No HDMI
signal”. Booting to the bigger screen showed that everything is OK.
--------------------- --------------------- --------------------Final points after this chapter:
We understood so far:
USB module: hidraw, hid_multitouch
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The used package: tslib, ts_calibrate
Display: can show different resolutions via HDMI
Touchscreen: USB Data Vendor ID 1a86, Product ID: e5e3 QinHeng Electronics
Touchscreen sold by: Kuman
Kernel: Version 4.19.97, my build in particular: Manjaro-ARM-xfce-rpi4-20.02
The Touchscreen showed in the "Mouse and Touchpad" controls: wch.cn USB2IIC_CTP_CONTROL
In order to go on further - we need to have some more information on the Linux Kernel Modules which I hope to
prepare in the next few weeks.
Remember the purpose - shortly described - write some C++ based GUI SW which uses the Touchscreen. And
probably see how it is possible to make full use of the multitouch. Then see how this can be transferred with Yocto
on a custom trimmed build.
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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